Distinct two different ages associated with clinical profiles of acute onset type 1 diabetes in Chinese patients.
There are abundant variations in the phenotypes and genetics of type 1 diabetes (T1D) patients across different races. This study aimed to assess differences between juvenile acute onset (JAO) and adult acute onset in Chinese T1D patients. Seven hundred and fifty-one acute onset T1D patients were divided into two groups by the patient onset age as follows: the juvenile acute onset group (≤20 years, JAO group) and the adult acute onset group (>20 years, AAO group). Clinical characteristics, islet autoantibodies, and HLA class II haplotypes and genotypes were compared between these two groups. In comparison with AAO patients, JAO patients had significantly lower relative weights and lower triglyceride levels (P < .001, P < .01, respectively) but higher frequency of ketoacidosis (P < .001), higher daily insulin dosage (Pc < .001), higher HbA1c (Pc < .05), and higher HDL-cholesterol levels (Pc < .01). The JAO group showed a higher prevalence of IA-2A, ZnT8A, and multiple autoantibodies than that in the AAO group (P < .001, P < .01, P < .001, respectively). Haplotypes for DRB1*0301-DQA1*03-DQB1*0201, DR3, DR4, DR9, and DR3/DR9 genotypes are highly associated with JAO susceptibility, whereas only DR3 and DR9 genotypes confer risk for AAO. In the JAO group but not the AAO group, DR3 is related to ZnT8A, and DR3/DR9 is related to IA-2A and multiple autoantibodies. These observations suggest that JAO patients markedly differ from AAO patients in their clinical manifestations and genetics in the Chinese T1D population. Notably, the DR3/DR9 genotype can facilitate the appearance of IA-2A or multiple autoantibodies in JAO patients.